The spread of a finite set of points is the ratio between the longest and shortest pairwise distances. We prove that the Delaunay triangulation of any set of n points in p,.s with spread A has complexity O(AS}. This bound is tight in the worst case for all A = O(v~). In particular, the Delaunay triangulation of any dense point set has linear complexity. On the other hand, for any n and A = O{n), we construct a regular triangulation of complexity ~{nA} whose n. vertices have spread A.
Introduction
Delaunay triangulations and Voronoi diagrams are one of the most thoroughly studies objects in computational geometry, with applications to nearest-neighbor searching [3, 21, 25, 43] , clustering [1, 46, 48, 54] , finiteelement mesh generation [20, 32, 49, 56] , deformable surface modeling [19] , and surface reconstruction [4, 5, 0, 7, 12, 45] . Many algorithms in these application domains begin by constructing the Delaunay triangulation or Voronoi diagram of a set of points in lit s. Since three-dimensional Delaunay triangulations can have complexity fl{u z} in the worst case, these algorithms have worst-case vmning time t~(rt2). However, this behavior is almost never observed in practice except for highly-contrived inputs. For all practical purposes, three-dimensional Delaunay triangulations appear to have linear complexity. This frustrating discrepancy between theory and practice motivates our investigation of practical geometric constraints that imply low-complexity Delaunay triangulations. Previous works in this direction have studied random point sets under various distributions [28, 27, 35, 38] ; toelI-spaced point sets, which are lowdiscrepancy samples of Lipschitz density functions [20, 49, 51, 52] ; and sur]ace samples with various density * Portions of this work were done while the author was visiting The Ohio State University. This research was partially supported by a Slosh Fellowship and by NSF CAREER grant CCR-0093348. See http:/'/www.cs.uiuc.edu/'jeffe/pubs/screw.html for the most recent version of this paper.
constraints [8, 35] . (We will discuss the connections between these models and our results shortly.) Our efforts fall under the rubric of realistic ~zput models, which have been primarily studied for inputs consisting of polygons or polyhedra [10, 63] .
This paper investigates the complexity of threedimensional Delaunay triangulations in terms of a geometric parameter called the spread, continuing our work in an earlier paper [35] . The spread of a set of points is the ratio between the largest and smallest interpoint distances. Of particular interest are dense point sets in IR d, which have spread O(nl/d). Valtr and others [33, 59, 60, 61, 62] have established several combinatorial results for dense point sets that improve corresponding bounds for arbitrary point sets. For other combinatorial and algorithmic results related to spread, see [15, 23, 37, 41, 42, 
47].
In Section 2, we prove that the Delaunay triangulation of any set of n points in ~3 with spread A has complexity O{A3). In particular, the Delannay triangulation of any dense point set in ~t 3 has only linear complexity. This bound is tight in the worst case for all A : O(V/K) and improves an earlier upper bound of O(A 4} [35] . We briefly mention some implications of our new upper bound in Section 3.
In Section 4, we show that our upper bound does not generalize to non-Delaunay triangulations. For any 71 and A _< rt, we construct a set of Tt points with spread A with a regular triangulation of complexity fl(nA}.
This worst-case lower bound was already known for Delaunay triangulations for all V ~ < A _< rt [35] . In particular, there is a dense point set in Ft 3, arbitrarily close to a cubical lattice, with a regular triangulation of complexity Q{rt 4/s }.
We conclude in Section 5 by suggesting several open problems.
Throughout the paper, we analyze the complexity of three-dimensional Delaunay triangulations by counting their edges. Since the link of every vertex in a threedimensional triangulation is a planar graph, Euler's formula implies that any triangulation with 1l vertices and e edges has at most 2e-2rL triangles and etetrahedra. Two points are joined by an edge in the Delaunay triangulation of a set S if and only if they lie on a sphere with no points of S in its interior.
Related Results
Our results compare favorably with several other types of point sets: points with small integer coordinates, random points, well-spaced points, and surface samples. First, we easily observe that any triangulation of an integer point set with coordinates between 1 and d has complexity O(A3), since each tetrahedron has voblme at least 1/6. (It is open whether this bound is tight for all ~ and A.)
Dwyer [28, 271 showed that if a set of rt points is generated uniformly at random from the unit ball, its Delaunay triangulation has complexity O(rL) with high probability. Golin and Na [38, 39, 40] recently proved that if Tt points are chosen ,niformly at random on the surface of any fixed I three-dimeusional convex polytope, the expected complexity of their Delaunay triangulation is O(R). The spread of a uniform set of points is O(R) with high probability.
Miller et aL [51, 52] define a point set S in IR d to be z~elt-sp,.ced with respect to a 1-Lipschitz spacing function f : ]R d -~ ~t + if, for some fixed constants 13 > ] and s > 0, the distance between any two points p, q E 5 is at least (f(p) -k f(q ) )[~, and the distance between any point x E ~:t d and its nearest neighbor p E S is at most ~f(p). (A nearly-equivalent notion of locally/ uniform s~.znples of a smooth surface is used by Dey e~ al. [26] and l~,nke and Ramos [36] ; see also [35] .) Miller e~ al. show that Delaunay triangulations of well-spaced point sets have complexity O(n); in particular, any point in a well-spaced point set has O(I ) Delaunay neighbors. Our results are formally incomparable with those of Miller et aL On the one hand, well-spaced point sets can have arbitrarily high spread. On the other hand, dense point sets are not necessarily well-spaced with respect to an!/spacing function--for example, consider a cubical lattice, minus the points in a large bail. Moreover, our upper bound degrades gracefully as the spread increases, while the upper bounds of Miller et aL depend exponentially on the spacing constants 13 and s.
Very recently, Attali and Boissonnat [8] proved that for any fixed polyhedral surface P, any so-called "light -niform s-sample" of P has only O(rt 7/4) Delaunay tin upper bounds for points on fgred surfaces, hidden constants depend on geometric parameters of the fixed surface. For example, Golin and Na's bound depends on the number of facets and the minimum face and dihedral angles of the polytope. Since the surface is fixed, all such parameters are considered constants.
edges, or O(a 3/2) if the surface is convex, where rt is the nnmber of sample points. Our new upper bound has a similar corollary. Informally, a uniform sample of any fixed (not necessarily polyhedral or convex) surface has spread O(Vt~), so its Delaunay triangulation has complexity O(n3/2}. We describe this result more formally in Section 3.
Sparse Delaunay Triangulations
In this section, we prove the main result of the paper.
Theorem 2.1. The Delaunay trianKulation of any set of rt points in lR 3 with spread A has complendty O{A3).
Our proof is structured as follows. We will implicitly assume that no two points are closer than unit distance apart, so that spread is synonymous with diameter. Two sets P and Q are laeU-separated if each set fits in a ball of radius r, and these two balls are separated by distance 2r. Without loss of generality, we assume that the balls containing P and Q are centered at points (0,0,2r) and (0,0,-2v), respectively. Our argument ultimately reduces to counting the number of crossing edges---edges in the Delaunay triangulation of P U Q with one endpoint in each set. See Figure 1 . Our proof has four major steps, each presented in its own subsection.
We place a grid of O{r 2) circular p~zets of constant radius e on the plane z --0, so that every crossing edge passes through a pixel. In Section 2.1, we prove that all the crossing edges stabbling any single pixel lie within a slab of constant width between two parallel planes. Our proof relies on the fact that the edges of a Delaunay triangulation have a consistent depth order from any viewpoint.
We say that a crossing edge is relazed if its endpoints lie on an empty sphere of radius O(r). In Section 2.2, we show that at most O(r) relaxed edges pass through any pixel, using a generalization of the 'Swiss cheese' packing argument used to prove our earlier O(A 4) upper bound [35] . This implies that there are O(r 3) relaxed crossing edges overall.
• In Section 2.3, we show that there are a constant number of c onformaI (i.e., sphere-preserving) transformations that change the spread of P U Q by at most a constant factor, such that every crossing edge of P U Q is a relaxed Delaunay edge in at least one image. It follows that P U Q has at most O(r 3 ) crossing edges.
• Finally, in Section 2.4, we count the Delaunay edges for an arbitrary point set S using an octtree-based well-separated pair decomposition [14] . Every edge in the Delaunay triangulation of S is a crossing edge of some subset pair in the decomposition, However, not every crossing edge is a Delaunay edge; a subset pair contributes a Delaunay edge only if it is close to a large empty witness ball. We charge the pair's O{r 3} crossing edges to the El{r 3 ) volume of this ball. We choose the witness balls so that any unit of volume is charged at most a constant number of times, implying the final O{A 3 } bound.
Nearly Concurrent Implies Nearly Coplanar
The first step in our proof is to show that the crossing edges intersecting any pixel are nearly coplanar. To do this, we use an important fact about depth orders of Delaunay triangulations, related to shellings of convex polytopes.
Let x be a point in IR 3, called the viewpoint, and let S be a set of line segments (or other convex objects). A segment s E S is behind another segment t E S with respect to x if t intersects cony{x, s}. If the tran.qitive closure of this relation is a partial order, any linear extension is called a consistent depth order of S with respect to x. Otherwise, S contains a depth cycle--a sequence of segments s l , s 2 , . . . , s~ such that every segment si is directly behind its successor s~+l and s~ is directly behind sl. De Berg et al. [11] describe an algorithm to either compute a depth order for a set of segments or find a depth cycle, in O{Tt 4/s+e } time. See I9, 18] for related results.
We say that three line segments form a screw if they form a depth cycle from some viewpoint. See Proof: Edelsbr~mner [29, 31] proved that a consistent depth order for the simplices in a Delaunay triangulation, with respect to any viewpoint x, can be obtained by sorting the distances of their circumcenters from x. This is precisely the order in which the Delaunay tetrahedra are computed by Seidel's sheniug convex hull algorithm [55] . We can easily extract a consistent depth order for the Delaunay edges from this simplex order.
[] The next lemma describes sufficient (but not necessary) conditions for three mutually orthogonal segments to form a screw. Proofi Let sx, s~, sz be the three segments, parallel to the x-, U-, and z-axes, respectively. Any ordered pair of these segments, say (s~,Sx), define an unbounded polyhedral region Vx~ of viewpoints fTom which Sx appears behind s~. The segment sz is the only bounded edge of Vx=, and both of its endpoints are outside C. Thus, we can determine which vertices of C lie inside V~ by considering the projection to the xg-plane. From []
Recall that a pixel is a circle of radius e in the xNplane.
Lemma 2.4. The cross/n~ edges passing through any p i z d lie inside a s]ab of width w = 44£ between two parallel planes.
Proof: Suppose to the contrary that three Delaunay edges el, st, and e3 pass through a common pixel 7r but are not contained in any slab of width w. Without loss of generality, assume that the pixel vr is centered at the origin.
Translate each edge ei parallel to the x~-plane so that it passes through the origin, and call the resulting segment ~i-Since each segment moved a distance of at most ~/2, the segments ~i are not contained in any slab of width w -e. For each £, let si be the intersection of ei with the slab -r < z < r, and let Pi and qi be its endpoints. The segments sl are not contained in any slab of width (w -~)/3.
Any slab ~ cont~i~ng the segments si intersects the plane z = r in a two-dimensional slab ~p containing the triangle &Pl PzP3. Symmetry arguments imply that if o is the thln~est slab containing every segment si, then Crp is the tblnnest slab containing Ap~p2ps. Thus, Ap~pzp~ has width at least (w --s)/3, and therefore contains a circle of radius at least {w -~}/9.
Let C denote the Minkowski sum Sl 4-s2 4-sz. C is a rhomboid--a hexahedron combinatorially equivalent to a cube, each of whose facets is s rhombus--centered at the origin, with edges parallel to the original crossing edges et. Since the projection of each segment sl to the z-axis has length 2r, the projection of C to the 7._ axis has length 6r. If we scale C by a factor of 1/3, the resulting rhomboid C fits exactly within the slab -r < z < r. The intersection of C with the xN-plane contains a circle of radius at least (w -£)/9.
Let c be the smallest rhomboid homothetic and concentric with C that contains the pixel x. Since is a circle of radius e in the xg-plane , C is at least a factor of {w + e)/ge ---5 larger than c. Thus, an appropriate linear transformation maps the edges el and the rhomboids c and C to segments and axis-aligned cubes satisfying the conditions of Lemma 2.3. Since screws are invariant under linear t r~f o r m a t i o n s , this implies that the Delaunay edges el, e2, e3 form a screw, which by Lemma 2.2 is impossible.
[]
Slabs Contain Few Relaxed Edges
At this point, we would like to argue that any slab of constant width contMn.q only O(r) crossing edges. Unfortunately, this is not true a variant of our helix construction [35] implies that a slab can contai~ up to fi(r 3 ) edges, Fl(r 2) of which can pass through a single, arbitrarily small pixel. However, most of these Delannay edges have extremely large empty circ-mspheres. We say that a crossing edge is relaxed if its endpoints lie on the boundary of an empty ball with radius less than 4r, and tense otherwise. In this section, we show that few relaxed edges pass through any pixel. Once again, recall that that ~ denotes the radius of a pixel. Proof: Suppose some point p q P is an endpoint of two crossing edges pq and pq' passing through ~, where IPql _> [Pq']-We immediately have /qpq' _< 2tan-1{e/r) and [> I. Thus, the circle through p, q, and q' has radius at least I/(4tan-1(e/r)} ~. r/4~ > 4r. Any empty circumsphere of pq must have at least this radius, so it must be tense.
[] Lemma 2.5. The relaxed edges inMde any slab of constant vcidth are/ncidcnt to a~ most O{r) endpo/n~s.
Proof: We will use a variant of our earlier 'Swiss cheese' packing argument [35] . Let u b~ a slab of width w between two parallel planes, and let cr' be a parallel slab with the same central plane, with slightly larger width cv + I. For any point p E P U Q, let ttp denote the unit-di~nteter ball centered at p; these balls are pairwise disjoint. Let C be an infiuite circular cylinder whose axis is normal to the planes bounding a, large enough to contain every ball Lip and lJq. The radius of C is at most (V~+J)r+1 < 4r. Finally, let D = Cn~'. The volume of this fiat cylindrical disc is at most 1~(w ÷ 1)r 2 = o(r2}.
Let E C_ o n(P U Q) be the set of endpoints of relaxed edges that lie entirely within a. For every endpoint p E E, the ball Up lies entirely within the disc D. For each endpoint p G E, let Bp be the smallest Delaunay ball of some relaxed relaxed edge pq; since pq is relaxed, the radius of Bp is at most 4r. Let 
[] Together, Lemmas 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 imply that O(r) relaxed edges intersect any pizel. Since there are O(r z) pixels, we conclude that there are O(r s) relaxed edges overall.
Tense Edges Are Easy to Relax
In order to count the tense crossing edge of P U Q, we will show that there are a constant number of tran.qformations of space, such that every tense edge is mapped to a relaxed edge at least once. The space of M6bius transformations is generated by inversions. Examples include reflections, rotations, translations, dilations, and the well-known stereographic lifting map from ~'d to S a c I~ d+l relating d-dimensional Delaunay triangulations to (d + J )-dimensional convex hulls [13] .
MSbius transformations are con$ormal, me~nlng they locally preserve angles. There are many other conformed maps in the plane---in fact, conformal maps are widely used in two-dimensional mesh-generation algorithms--but 1VISbius transformations are the only continuous conformal maps in dimensions three and higher. For further background on higher dimensional conformed transformations, see Hilbert and Cohn-Vossen [44] , Whurston [58, 57] , or Miller et at. [53] .
Let S be a set of points in Il~ 3 C R'~, let p,q,r,s E S be the vertices of a Delaunay simplex, and let 2: be its empty circumsphere. For any conformal transformation K, the points K(p), K(q), K(r}, and K(S} lie on the sphere K(X), and this sphere either excludes every other point in K(S) or contains every other point in K(S). In other words, K(p)K(q)K(r)K(S) is either a Delaunay simplex or an anti-Delaunay 2 simplex of K(S). Thus, the abstract simplicial complex consisting of Delaunay and anti-Delaunay simplices of any point set, which we call its Delaunay poIytope, is invaxiant under conformed transformations.
In this section, we exploit this conformed invariance to count tense crossing" edges. The main idea is to find a small collection of conformal maps, such that for any tense edge, at least one of the maps transforms it into a relaxed edge, by shrinking (but not inverting) its circumsphere. In order to apply our earlier arguments to count the transformed edges, we consider only conformal maps that map P U Q to another well-separated pair of sets with neatly the same spread.
Recall that P and Q lie inside balls of radius r centered at (0, 0, 2r) and (0, O, --2r), respectively. Call these balls Q)P and OQ. We say that an orientationpreserving conformal map K is rotary if K(OP) = OP and K(OQ)= OQ-Rotary maps actually preserve a continuous one-parameter family of spheres centered on the z-axis, including the points p* ----{0,0, v/3r) and q* = (0, 0, -v~r) and the plane z = 0. (In the space of spheres [24, 30] , this family is just the line through OP and OQ-)
The image of F U Q under any rotary map is clearly well-separated. In order to apply our earlier arguments, we also require that these maps do not significantly change the spread.
Lemma 2.7. For any rotary map K, the closes~ pair of points in K(P O Q) has distance between 1/3 and 3.
Proof: Consider the stereographic lifting map ~ that takes p* and q* to opposite poles of S 3 and the plane z = 0 to the equatorial sphere of S 3. Any rotary map can be written as ~-1 o po~, where P is a simple rotation about the axis p'q*. (Thus, the space of rotary maps is isomorphic to 50(3), the group of rigid motions of SZ.) We can write ~ as an inversion through a sphere of radius v~ r as = Consider a sphere cr of infinitesimal radius dr, centered in OP. Tedious calculations (which we omit f~om this extended abstract) imply that ~{a) is a sphere of infinitesimal zadius between dr/4 and 3dr/4. It follows 2The antioDelaunay triangulation is dual to the furthest point Voronoi diagram.
that any rotary map takes cr to a sphere of iufinitesimal radius between dr/3 and 3dr. Thus, rotary maps locally change the metric at any point in OP by at most a factor of 3.
[] Let B1 ,B2,... ,B~ be the smallest empty balls conraining the crossing edges of P U Q. For each ball Bt, let K~ denote any rotary map such that Kt(Bt) is centered on the z-axis and is not everted, so K~(Bi) is an empty Delaunay ball of some crossing edge of Kt(Pt_JQ). We easily observe that Ki{Bi) has radius less than 3r, so the corresponding crossing edge is relaxed. Thus, for each crossing edge, we have a point (~t) on the sphere of rotation classes, corresponding to a rotation class of maps that relax that edge.
Our key observation is that we have a lot of 'wiggle room' in choosing our relaxing maps z~. To quantify this flexibility, consider the ball B of radius 3r centered at the origin; this is the smallest ball containing both C)P and OQ. Let W be the set of rotation classes (w) such that the radius of w{B} is at most 4r and w{B} is not everted. W is a circular cap of some constant angular radius cv on the sphere of rotation classes, centered at 0), the rotation class of the identity map.
For each ~, the ball Ki (Bi) lies entirely inside B, so any rotation class in W transforms K~(Bt) into another ball of radius at most 4r. Thus, ~n~ rotation class in the set W~ = { / w o K~) I (w) ~ K} relaxes the ~th crossing edge. Wi is a circular cap of angular radius w on the sphere of rotation classes, centered at the point (Ki)-
Since each of these m caps has constant angular radius, we can stab them all with a constant number of points. Specifically, let I-I = {(~rl), (~r~),..., (~rk)} C S 2 be a set of k = O{l/w ~) points on the sphere of rotation classes, such that any point in S z is within angular distance w of some point in 11. (In surface reconstruction terms, H is a w-sample of the sphere.) F, ach disk Wi contains at least one point in H, which implies that each crossing edge is relaxed by some rotation class (~q) G [l.
Finally, to satisfy the theorem, we can choose an arbitrary map ~i from each rotation class (~) E I'[. [] It now follows immediately that P U Q has O(r 3) crossing edges.
Charging Delaunay Edges to Volume
In the last step of our proof, we count the Delaunay edges in an arbitrary point set S by decomposing it into a collection of subset pairs and counting the crossing edges for each pair.
Let S be an arbitrary set of points with diameter A, where the closest pair of points is at unit distance. S is contained in an axis-parallel cube C of width A. We construct a ~ueU-separ~ed pair decomposition of S [14] , based on a simple octtree decomposition of C. (See [I] for a similar decomposition into subset pairs.) The octtree has log2A levels; at each level e, there are 8 e cubical cells, each a cube of width we = A/2 e. Our well-separated pair decomposition ~. --{(PI,QI),(P2, Q 2 ) , . . . , { P~, Q m ) } contains, for each level e, the points in any pair of Ieveloe cells separated by a distance between 3~e and 6~ve.
Each subset pair (Pi, Qi) G E is well-separated: if the pair is at level e in our decopmosition, then Pt and Qi lie in a pair of balls of radius ri separated by distance 2r~, for some rt = O(we). Thus, by our earlier arguments, Pt O Qi has at most O(w~) crossing edges.
For any two points p , q E 5, we have p G Pi and q E Qi for some index i. In particular, every Delaunay edge of S is a crossing edge between some subset pair in E. A straightforward counting argument immediately implies that the total number of crossing edges, s, lmmed over all subset pairs in E, is O (A s log A) [35] . However, not every crossing edge appears in the Delaunay triangulation of S. We remove the final logarithmic factor by charging crossing edges to volume as follows.
We say that a subset pair (Pt, Qt) E E is relevant if some pair of points p E Pt and q E Qt are Delaunay neighbors in S. For each relevant pair (Pt, Qt), we d e~e a large, close, and empty ~itness ball B~ as follows. Suppose P~ and Qi are at level ~ in our decomposition, so the distance between p and q is at most (6 + V~)w¢. Choose an arbitrary crossing edge pq of Pt O Qt. Let be the smallest bali with p and q on the boundary and no point of S in the interior; the radius of [3 is at least 3 w d 2 . Let ~' be a ball concentric with f3 with radius smaller by w~/2. Finally, let Bi be the (necessarily empty) ball of radius we inside ~ whose center is closest to the midpoint m of segment pq. See Figure 3 . The distance from any point in Bi to any point in S is at least we/2, since Bi C ~ is empty. On the other hand, the triangle inequality implies that every point in Bi has distance less than (7+ x/])we/2 ~ 5we either to p or to q. It follows that at most a constant number of witness balls overlap at any point.
For any relevant subset pair at level e, we can charge its O(w~) crossing edges to its witness ball, which has volume O(wga). Thus, the total number of relevant crossing edges is at most the sum of the volumes of all the witness balls. Since the witness balls have only constant overlap, the sum of their volumes is at most a constant factor larger than the volume of their union. Finally, every witness ball fits inside a cube of width 8A concentric with C. It follows that the number of Delaunay edges of S is at most O(Aa).
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Implications
Theorem 2.1 has several immediate algorithmic implications. For example, we can construct the Delaunay triangulation of a three-dimensionai point set in O(A a logTt) expected time using the standard randomized incremental algorithm [43] , or in O(A 3 log 2 rt) time using the deterministic algorithm of Chan, Snoeyink, and Yap [16] . Using the history graph of the randomized incremental algorithm, which has expected size O(A 3 lOgTQ, we can answer nearest neighbor queries in O (log 2 rQ expected time. Since the Euclidean minimum spanning tree of a set of points is a subcomplex of the Delaunay triangulation, we can compute it in O(A a logrQ time by first computing the Dclaunay triangulation and then rnnning any efficient minimum spanning tree algorithm on its O(A3) edges. We will discuss these results in greater detail in the full paper.
A somewhat less obvious implication concerns dense surface data. Let E be a C 2 surface in R 3. The medial ax/s of E is the set of points in R 3 with more than one nearest point in X. The local feature size of a point x E E, denoted lfs(×), is its distance to the medial axis.
A set of points S is a uniform e-sample of E is the distance from any point x E Y to its second nearest neighbor in S is between t3e lfs(x) and e lfs(x), for some constant 0 ( ~ ( 1 [35, 36] . In earner work [35] , we showed that for any rL and e, there is a smooth surface Z such that any uniform e-sample of Y has O(rQ points and a Delaunay triangulation with complexity £1(rL2).
Our new results imply a more optimistic upper bound. [] This bound is tight in the worst case, for example, when r is a circular cylinder with spherical caps [35] . Note that Theorem 3.1, which applies to any fixed surface, does not contradict our earlier f~(rL 2) lower bound, which requires the surface to depend on 1l and e.
Very recently, Attali and Boissonnat [8] showed that under certain sampling conditions, samples of polyhedral surfaces have subquadratic Delaunay triangulations. Unlike most surface-reconstruction results, their sampling conditions do not take local feature size into account (since otherwise samples would be infinite). Say that a point set S is a nnlform ambient e-sample of a surface ~-if the distance from any surface point to its second nearest sample is between 13e and e, for some constant 0 < [3 < 1. Similar arguments as Theorem 3.1 imply the following: 
Denser Regular Triangulations
In this section, we show that our O(A 3) upper bound does not generalize to arbitrary triangulations, or even to regular triangulations. A regular triangulation (also called a weighted Delaunay triangulation) is the dual of a power diagram, or equivalently, the orthogonal projection of the lower convex hull of a set of points in on higher dimension I31]. Proof: Any afline transformation of R d lifts to an essentially unique ~ne transformation of R d+l that preserves vertical lines and vertical distances. Since afline transformations preserve convexity, it follows that any ~¢ane transformation of a regular triangulation is another regular triangulation. Thus, to prove the theorem, it suffices to construct a set S of rt points whose Delaunsp triangulation has complexity D(nA), such that some ,m=e image of S has spread O(A).
Without loss of generality, assume that ~ is an integer. For each positive integer i,j < v/'~, let s(t,j) be the Rue segment with endpoints {2i,2j,0) + ((-])i+J,{-l}i+~,I}. Let S be the set of u points containing A evenly spaced points on each segment s{t,j). Straightforward calculations imply that the Delaunay triangulation of $ contains at least A2/4 edges between any segment s(%,j) and any adjacent segment s(i+ ],j} or s{%,j + 1}. Thus, the overall complexity of the Delaunay triangulation of S is II{uA). Applying the linear transformation f{x,~,z) = (x,~j,Az) results in a point set f(S) with spread O{A).
Open problems
Our results suggest several open problems, the most obvious of which is to simplify our rather complicated proof of Theorem 2.1. The hidden constant in our upper bound is in the millions; the corresponding constant in the lower bound (which we th;-~ is closer to the true worst-case complexity) is close to I. We conjecture that Theorem 4.1 is tight for arbitrary triangulations. In fact, we believe that any complex of points, edges, and triangles, embedded in R 3 so that no triangle crosses an edge, has O{nA) triangles. Even the following special case is still open: What is the minimum spread of a set of n points in R 3 in which every pair is joined by a Delaunay edge? We optimistically conjecture that the answer is exactly n/n.
What is the worst-case complexity of the convex hull of a set of u points in R 4 with spread A? Our easlier results [35] already imply a lower bound of [2{rnin{A3,nA, n2}). This bound is n o t improved by Theorem 4.1, since our construction requires points large weights. The only known upper bound is O{n2).
Another interesting open problem is to generalize our results to higher dimensions. Our techniques ~lmost certainly imply an upper bound of O(A d ) on the number of Delaunay edges, improving our earlier upper bound of O(A d+l ). Unfortunately, this gives a very weak bound on the overall complexity, which we conjecture to be o(Ad). What is needed is a technique to directly count higher-d~mensional Delaunay simplices: triangles in R 4 , tetrahedra in IR ~, and so on.
Standard range searching techniques can be used to answer nearest neighbor queries in R 3 in O{log u.) time using O(uZ/polylogu) space, or in O{v~polylogrL} time using O{u) space [2, 17, 22, 34, 50] . Using these data structures, we can compute the Euclidean spanning tree of a three-dimensional point set in O(u 4/3+ ~) time [1] . All these results ultimately rely on the simple observation that the Delaunay triangulation of a random sample of a point set is significantly less complex (in expectation) than the Delaunay triangulation of the whole set. Unfortunately, if we try to reanaiyze these algorithms in terms of the spread, this argument falls apart--in the wurst case, a random sample of a point set with spread A has expected spread close to A, so we get no improvement in the Delaunay complexity. Can random sampling be integrated with our distancesensitive bounds?
Appendix: Swiss Cheese Holes
In this appendix, we prove two key claims from the proof of Lemma 2.6. We refer the reader to Lemma 2.6 for definitions and notation.
Claim 1. area(H) = O(r).
P r o o f : Let cp be the common center of Bp and bp, and let a v be the axis line through cp and normal to the planes bounding cr. For any point x E lip, let g be its nearest neighbor on the axis ap, and let lip be the union of segments xg over all x E h~. See Figure 4 for a two-dlmensional example.
The triangle inequality implies that xg and !/~ have disjoint interiors for all x ~ g, so The intersection bp N 0(¢ consists of two parallel disks, the smaller of which has radius r p. Since both ~' and the boundary of B p contain the endpoints of some crossing edge pq of hngth at least 2r, the larger of these two disks has radius at least r--cv--4/3. Again referring U' lies entirely inside ~', and since r > l, we easily observe that V lies entirely outside Z. Thus, the surface area of HNW _C HALl is at least the area of the spherical cap BU' N W, which is exactly ~t/27.
